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Abstract

This contribution stresses results recently obtained from experiment E900 per-
formed at the Brookhaven AGS accelerator with 8 GeV/c antiproton and negative
pion beams using the Indiana Silicon Sphere detector array. An investigation of the
react,ion mechanism is presented, along with source characteristics deduced from a
two-component fit to the spectra. An enhancement of deposition energy with the
antiproton beam with respect to the pion beam is observed. The results are qualita-
t ively consistent with predictions of an intranuclear cascade code.

1 Introduction

Collisions between Gel’ light projectiles (m, p, P,3 He, etc ...) on heavy target nuclei
cwat c highly excited nuclei. with weak collective excitations due to compression, rotation

aml/or shape distortion [1]. The rapid thermalization (= 30 fro/c [2]) achieved in the
target-like residue formecl in such reactions allows one to study the decay of highly excited
nuclei. especially the thermal tnultifragmentation channel[3, 4]. Due to the trapping of at
l{~i~st part of the annihilation energy in the heavy residue, antiproton beams are expected to
enhance the energv deposition with respect to the other hadron beams, enabling a broader

(Illt’rgy-dt’posit io]l range to be studied.

The reaction mechanism is usually understood and modeled in two steps. During
t 11~’first s 30 fro/c a cascade of pions and nucleons, induced by the initial interaction
I>t’tw-(’eti t,hr light projectile and target nucleons, evolves in the target nucleus. Then,

t ht~ kw’itation of the hei~v.y-residual nucleus takes place. The energy clepositiou occurs
(luring the cascade via a succession of elastic ancl/or inelastic (n,?i)-Ti collisions and pion
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alM)rlJt.Iol] (4, S‘ resonances). Some of the hadrons involved in the cascade escape from

t lic target uuclells and contribute to the uonecluilibriurn emission of light charged particles,
as \v(Ill ils eI~lissi{]n of preequilibrium clusters. With an antiproton beam, the annihilation

t.1iiiuII(’1tx)nst it Iltcs the main nlode of interaction [U]. On average five pions are produced
iwr ;!llnihil:iti{~n. which potentially can increase the heating of the residual nucleus.

Ex{x’rimcutal studies. consistent with theoretical calculations [6], have alrea(iy shown
tikat ft)r I)ions and protons beyond 5 GeV/c, the energy deposition in ‘g7Au-like nuclei
sat urat es [i’]. The same saturation phenomenum has been observed at lower energy for a
lig},ter ‘i’”.\g target [8]. This saturation is attributed to the punchthrough of the initial

casradc ill til~’ target nucleus. In addition, it turns out that the same amount of energy is
(I{’posit ccl with both pion and proton beams [7]. In order to enhance the energy deposition
with light-ion l)eams, it is thus necessary to use an antiproton beam.

Stu(iies at LE.\R with 200 MeV/c antiprotons, have shown that for p annihilation
a [ rest. the mean excitation energy reached in 19T.4u-like is about 200 NIeJT, far from
t hr t oral available energy [9]. Due to the low momentum of the ant iproton beam, th(:
annihilation takes place at the surface of the target nucleus, leading to the escape of most
of t iw procluced pions. Consequently, one must increase the beam momentum in order to

imwww the probability for annihilation in the core of the target nucleus. Above 1 Ge\T/c,
tht’ aunihiiation occurs in flight. Thus, the created pions, benefiting from the trailing
nlotitm of the annihilation frame, are emitted forward-focused in the target nucleus. .%1
cxpminlent using 1.9 C,eV/c antiprotons at LE.\R [10] has shown that the maximum
ex(>itat ion exwrgy measured is about 880 Met; (~ 5 MeV/.A) for lg7.Au-like nuclei.

The ~)resm~t studies at 8 GeV/c represent the first time that an exclusive measurement
has bwm (lone with an antiproton beam above 2 GeV/c. Tagged pion and antiproton
lwams wore measured simultaneously during the experiment. Thus, the energy deposition
{111Pt o t hc ant iproton beam can be directly compared with that of the pion

2 Experimental set-up

TI1[I txpminlwt [E900a) was performed with a tagged secondary beam

beam.

of 8.0 GeV/c
n~’gative ~mrticlcs (r–. 1{-, P) at the Brookhaven NTational Laboratory AGS accelerator.
Light-chargecl particles (LCP=H and He isotopes) and intermediate-mass fragments (INIF:
3< Z < 16) were measured with the Indiana Silicon Sphere (ISiS) 4X detector array [n].
Beams of w 4 x 106 particles/cycle (4.5s cycle time and. X 2.2s spill flat top) were incident on
a “2x 2 (111:s{’if-supporting ‘gi.~u target foil of thickness 2 mg/cm2. To minimize reactions
(lllt’ to Iwanl halo. the target was suspended on two 50 pm tungsten wires. Beam particles

\vwr ta~ged ~vith a tinle-of-flight/~ erenkov-counter identification system. The time-of-

flight systcm employed a 12 mm-thick Bicron 418 plastic scintillator as a start detector
au(l i) .;l)l)ll-thick Bicron 418 scintilla.tor 64 m downstream as a stop element. Timing
r(w)ltil i{~ll (n) was % 200 ps and provided clean separation of F and ~– projectiles (8:1
p(;lk-t ~~-~alley rat io). This permitted direct comparison of the F and x- reactions under

i(lont i(a] {{~n(liti~)us. 13wun composition was s 98% T–, l$ZOK- and 1% P at the target. .-i



I
(’Oz (?’wenkov collnter. opmateci at atmospheric pressure, was used to identify and veto
negative pions that overlapped with the F distribution in the time-of-flight spectrllm. ;4
scgmente(l halo-veto scintillator array, described in[7], operated in anticoincidence with the

TOF-~-ISiS coinciden{c signals.
The ISiS array consists of 162 gas-ion-chamber/500 jun silicon/28 mm CS1 detector

telescopw that cover approximately 74?10of 47rand polar angles from 14° - 86..5° and
g~.~” - 166° [11]. Charged particles with energies 1 < E/A < 92 Jle\; were Z-identified
up to Z & 16. Isotope resolution was obtained for H, He and Li ejectiles in the energy

t-angc 8 < E/.\ < 92 3Iel”. .Mso. unidentified fast. charged particles (or “gray particles”,
primarily protons) with ener-g-ies from 92 to 300 MeV were measured. The minimum-bias

ISiS hartlware trigger required fast signals in three or more silicon detectors, but did not
include ...grav particles.’. ThG final data set analyzed here contained 24,000 P and 2.4 x
10b r - events in coincidence with one or more He ions or IhlF’s.

I 3 Reaction mechanism

In order to have an o~em-iew of the reaction mechanism it is interesting to examine the
kinematical properties of various emitted products. Fig. 1 shows invariant cross section
(\elority) plots of longitudinal (VPQ,/c) versus transverse (VP,r/c) velocity for Z = 1, 2, 3 ‘-
and 6 fragments. Note the different velocity scales in each frame. No obvious difference is

noti~wl with these plots between the pion and antiproton beams.

11.25
u 0.14

> 0.2
Q

0.12
ao.ls 0.1

>,,
0.08
0.06

0.0s
0.04
0.02

0 .,).J o 0.2 0 -0.1 0
Vpar/c VparR

I
Figllrr 1: Inclusive invariant. cross section plots of longitudinal (VPO,/c) versus transverse

~l“l,,.,/l) velocity for Z= 1, ~, 3 and 6. The solid lines represent the geometrical limits of
lSiS i)l](l the dashed lines arc the thermal energy cuts defined in text.
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For all products with low velocities, one observes an isotropic emission centered near
ztw source velocity. This slow and isotropic component can be associated with the decay

of all ctllliiibrated sour(.e with a small recoil velocity. For Z = 1 in Fig. 1, which includes
kil~t’tic (Jrlergies from 3 to 300 hIeV, an emission of fast particles forward-focused along

[Ii{’ Iwa[]l axis is apparent. Comparison of the He and Li velocity plots suggests similar
ll(~l~t’(l{lilil)rillrncomponents. These products are likely emitted during the evolution from

th[’ initiill cascade. For 2=6. which is representative of all Z > 4 IMFs, the forward-
foruscd component is negligible. Indeed, most of the yield of Z > 4 is associated with

t 1)(Jslow component. III summary, a thermal-like (slow and isotropic) component and a
lloll[’(l~lili})rillx~~(fast and anisotropic) component appear to account for the bulk of the

fr+pnents observed in the 8 Gel’/c (~-, p)+kg7Au reactions.

> “~..-....-~—i-..—~; , , lL-Ll_-l-L., ! I

@_1ab=l19.5 I

Figure 2: Two-components
moving-source fits of the ki-
netic energy of He ions for

a forward (top panel) and its

symmetric backward (bottom
panel) angle. The global, ther-
mal and mmequilibrium conl-
ponents are, respectively, rep-
resented by the plain, dotted
and dashed lines. Data corre-
spond to black points.

Energy_lab (MeV)

In order to stucly the characteristics of the thermal-like residue and determine the

atno~int of deposited energy! it is essential to different. i{atebetween charged particles asso-
~.ii~ted with the fast cascade and those which originate from the thermal-like source. The
~e~~aratit~l~imposed on this analysis is based on a detailed analysis of kinetic energy spectra

i~s i] fil]l(’t ion of total olx+rvcd (’barge and IMF mllltiplicity in the 4.8 Gel- ‘He + ‘97Au re-

a(’t it}n 18. 12]. T\vo-f”tJl~l~)orl(’llt(thermal and nonequilibrium) lnoving-solwce fits haw) hmv]
~wrforlllwi o~er the whole angular range. For the thermal-like component the Jloretto
forl]~idi~ni [13] has been used ill order to reproduce the broad shape of the kinetic energy
spet’t Iii of heavy IJIFs [3]; the preequilibrium component was described with a standard
\ Iax~v(’lli;~llpres(.ript i{)n.
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‘1’hen. based 01} the calmdated fits (see Fig. 2), we define the energy of thermal-like
“t.barged particles as protons with kinetic energy K < 30 hleV and complex particles with

Kf’p< (!l.oz~+ M))lvf?t’: (1)

Xotlt~cll]ilil)ritlr~l emission corresponds to emitted products with energies greater than the

(1(’fitle[l cutoff ener~. Since the fit of nonequilibriurn emission was performed to isolate
the t hcnnal component, no statistical interpretation has been made for the Nlaxwellian
descript itm. Represent ative fits to the spectra are shown in Fig. 2 for He ions for a forward

and its syInnletric backward angle. One notices that nonequilibrium emission persists in
sigIlifi(aIlt yield at the backward angle (at least for Z=1,2).

---1

L —7

L—_—_
L-----

Total ~
-— I

—--’-’+

Thermal i

Z=l-16

...
.- Z=l

.-

—._

..L-L-L.LL.L~. .-L-J-L-
20406080100 120 140 160

Figure 3: .Angular distribu-
tions in the laboratory for all
emitted products Z= 1-16, top
panel, and for Z=l, bottom
panel. The gray curve cor-
responds to the thermal com-
ponent; the white one, to the
global component.

po]ar_angle(@_lab)

In order to check the consistency of this energy cut, we have plotted in Fig. 3 the. inclu-
si V(J angidar dist ribut ions, as well as that component of the spectra defined as thermal in

E(1. ( i). The top panel corresponds to all emitted products, the bottom one to Z=l. While
t hr total ii;]g~ll~r distribution is characteristically forward-peaked (due to the nonequilib-
rilllll {mlission). that for the thermal-like fragments is nearly isotropic. The remaining
sli~l}t ftJIuar(l focussing of the thermal component can be attributed to the recoil motion

~Jftilt’ enlittcd source (1”~ N 0.002 c). The lower panel shows that nonequilibrium emission
is Ill;]illlv due to protoils. The high yield of protons (as well as neutrons) at small angles

i~l( )tl: t 110 t)(’am axis is consistent with the angular distribution of scattering of projectile
1)[;~nls t)]] t argct nucleons [.5]. Based on the integrat ccl yields for the two components, we

Il~)t(Il tl~;]t X % of all Z=l belong to the thermal component: S8 ‘Yc of Z=2, 97 % of Z=3

l~if)r~’tl)iill 99 X Of Z ~ 4.
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Figure 4: Invariant cross
section plots of longitudi-

nal (V~ur/c) versus transverse
(Vpe,/c) velocity for Z= 6

gated on two IllF multiplicity

values: Pii~f = 1 and Xirl,f ~
4. The solid lines represent
the geometrical limits of ISiS

and the dashed lines are the

thermal energy cuts defined in
text.
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.\notl~er important feature of the velocity plots is their dependence on IMF multiplicity,
relat wi t () the excitation energy. In Fig. 3 we show the velocity plots for carbon fragments
for two different gates on the observed ILIF multiplicity, ~IJ/F = 1 and ~~~lF ~ 4. This
plot shows that the ~~elocity pattern for the high multiplicity (excitation energy) events is

shift.ml toward lower fragment velocities. Again, this feature of the data is observed for

all 2>-4 fragn~ents. The shift in the spectra to lower energies cannot be accounted for by
so~lrce-sim arguments alone and may be evidence for thermal expansion of the system [4].

4 Excitation Energy Distributions: p vs. n-

.4 m;ljor ob,jectiye of experiment E900 was to determine the existence and content of
vnhan(.wl f~x(”itatioll-[~llerg~~deposition for p beams relative to other hadrons, as predicted
I)y t 11(’ ( Iaml)or’t (“0(1(’s. This enhancement is apparent in the charged-particle an(i IIIF

Illllit il)li~it,v fiistl-ibllt ions, as well as ill quantities sllch as the total transverse energy an(l
t il(I t (Ital t’nergy of thermalize{i particles (i.e. those inside dashed lines of Fig. 1) [14].
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Figllrr 5: Upper panel: excitation energy probability distributions for reactions of 8 Gel~/c
lo74u. Lower panel: ratio of excitation energy proba-z- (diamonds) and ~ (circles) with .

bility for p relative to that for n-. E* values beyond the vertical dashed lines (dashed fi-;
dot ted ~) account for 170 of events.

Excitation energies have been determined experimentally on an event-by-event basis
according to the prescription,

MC

E* = ~ I{;”p+ Mn(Kn) + Q + IVY. (2)
i

Here Ii~~’ is the kinetic energy of each charged-particle detected in an event of charged-
particlc multiplicity MC, transformed event-by-event into the source frame. Corrections
an’ a [so included to account for ISiS ~eometry. We make two assumptions with regard to

th~’ fr;l~r~lcnt kiuetic energy acceptance. The first assumes the thermal energy definition

i11Eq. (1). The second approach expands the fragment energy accept ante to include a part
of the tloI~~*q[lilil~riul~lejectiles (i.e particles up to E/A < 30 MeV/nucleon as performed
in [13]).

The second term in Eq. (2) involves the neutron multiplicity, Mn and the average neu-
troll kinetic energy (Kn). \leasured charged-particle vs. neutron correlations were used

t t) {leterllline Jlr, [10] and (1{,,) was initially estimated from Coulomb-corrected proton

7
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s~w{’tra at]{l t hcl} itcrat ed to obtain a srlf-cwnsist.ent due (JS’n) = 3/2 Tt~, where T~}l =

(E*/’ii)~”~ all(l ~ = .\/11 lit?\:-l. The reconst rutted event serves to define the binding
ellw~y (liffwcIItc Q. and the energy released in photons is assumed to be E? = (AIC+ LI,,)
\l(’\”. 110111p al)(] T- (Lata were treated identically.

BtIcaIlse of the experimental trigger, the reconstruction procedure is uncertain below

E* < 2.50 \[e\-. where neutron emission dominates. The charge of the excited residue
R_ns (jbtainwl by subtracting from the target charge the measured fast charged particles
c[u-rertcd for geometrical acceptance, folded by the corresponding angular distribution. The

Inllltipiicity of fast neutrons .\/{ast is taken to be 1.93 x filflSt, where ill~aSt is the corrected
Itllllt ipti(ity of fast protons (El) > 30 hIcV). This procedure is intermmliatc between the

t’xlwrinlellta] systematic of Ref. [9] an(l the IN/Z of the target[16].
1]1Fig. 5 the top panel shows the reconstructed distribution of excitation energy for

t 11(It llrrtllal fragment kinetic energy acceptance of Eq. (1). At the 170 cross-section level
(v(’rt i{al lines in Fig. 3). the excitation energy per nucleon is E*/A =9.0 lleli and 10.3 hfel:

for ~- and ~)hcarns, respectively. The excitation-energy enhancement with antiprotons is
most apparent when the probability ratio for the two beams is examined, as shown in the
lmtt~)nl frame of Fig. 5. Here it is observed that the probability of reaching the highest

exri tat iou energies is at least two times greater for antiprotons than for T– beam.
\Yit h respect to the total available energy in a P-N collision (4.1 Gelr) or a ir-h:ucleon

collision (4 Ge\” ). the fraction of deposited energy is 34 ?ZOand 32.5 ‘%o for respectively ~
and ~ bewns, These values correspond to the upper l% of excitation energy distribution
(v(rt ic;d lines in Fig. 5). Thus at least two-thirds of the available energy appears to be

taken off”I)y ~loll(~(lllilil]rillm emission. In addition, we noticed that the mass loss associated
with ll{)llt’flllilil)ritln~ emission increases with the excitation energy of residues (up to 30 Yo

of tllc initial mass). In other words, as in heavy-ions collisions [17], it is not possible to
heat t ;~rgt’t nllclei highly without crest in.g a non-negligible component of nonequilibrilml

clnission.

Tal)lP 1: Ri~tio of integrated events beyond multi fragmentation threshold (~ 800-1000
\lel”) to tn-cnts hcyond 400 IIIe\’.

P 8.0 ‘7.1 0.46 0.18
-- 8.0 7.9 0.36 0.12

‘)H; [17] 7.6 4.8 0.22 0.053

fi (10] 2.1 1.2 0.068 0.003

Nollet}1(}1(’ss. the following comparison indicates that an 8 GeV/c antiproton beam
197Au target with ha(lr(m beams. in Tabh’il])l)f)il~S 1110 I)(’St ptw.ription for heat, illg a .

1 (11(’(’lltliillC(’(i jm)lml)ility for produ(illg high (’x(’it~l{it)tl-(’llcrgy resi(lll(’s with ~) l)(>ilIllS is

flli:it~t iti(’(1i)y((.)l])l)iirillglf-itll])r(~vious11}(’;~sllr(’111(’llt,si]lvolving Iig!]t-itm ~)ro.jwtil(’s[ lo. 1S].

8
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The comparison shows the fraction of events that exceed the multifragmentation threshold
for All-like residues (E* >800-1000 hIeJ~ [3, 19, 20, 21]), compared to all events with E*
> .100 31c1’. The integrated results indicate an enhancement, of up to 50~c for F beams

relative to n - in this study and a significantly larger enhancement relative to the 48 Ge\~
‘lH(’ [18] and 1.22 C,cl” ~ [10] studies.

5 Comparison with INC calculations

n

●LJ

a-

-u
n

J’
L

E* (MeV) Ares

Figlwe 6: Left: Distribution of excitation energy in target~like residues for n- (upper)
and P (lou-er) beams. Open circles denote thermal particles only; solid circles include all
cllt~rgies up to E/.A s 30 Melr, and lines give IPiC prediction [22]. Right: Residue mass
(list ribut ions: all symbols are the same as for left-hand panels.

Ill Fig. 6 the data are compared with the prediction of the intranu(:lem cascade code

QCSll of To110e~[22] for the excitation energy distribution of residual nuclei at the end of
the fast cascade (30 fro/c). The calculation assumes random impact, parameters and the
(le~aul t ~alues of the (’ode, which have been found to reproduce other cascade results at

l~mer beam momenta ( <3 Ge\’/c). The two left-hand frames compare the experinmntally-
~h’rivwl mcitation-wlergy distributions for r- (top) and F (bottom) beams, employing both

t Iiv t hmnal protocol of Eq. (1) and that which includes preequilibrium fragments [15].
.-lith(Nigh t hc excit at.ion-energy enhancement with F beams is successfully reproduced, the

9
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QGS\I prediction overestimates the experimentally-derived excitat ion energies for both
projrct ilcs. on the right. the mass distributions of the excited residues obtained from the
mvnt rw-onstructiou procedure is compared with that of the QGSM. The model predicts
slight ly less mass loss than the data using the thermal assumption, but is ill relative

N[’t.or(lwith that which included preequilibriurn emission. The excitation energy and mass
(“t~lll~mrisunssllggest that the probability for pion reabsorption is too high in the code. ,

6 Conclusions

111sllmmary. we have investigated energy deposition in heavy residues formed in reac-
tion i~lduced by 8 Gel’/c fi– and antiproton beams. After removing the nonequilibrium
component, the characteristics of the t herrnal-like component are consistent with those of
an equilibrated source. Event reconstruction of the residue mass and excitation energy
distril]llti(ms confirm that the probability for reaching high excitation energies is signifi-

cant ly mlhancrd in antiproton reactious at this beam momentum. The IhTC predictions

using the QGSJ1 model are qualitatively in agreement with the experimental results, but

o~-crestimate the absolute excitation energy values for both projectiles.
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